**Program** | **Program Long Form** | **Grad Program Director** | **Admission Director** | **GPD Email** | **Room** | **Phone** |
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
AERO | Aeronautical Engineering | Theo Borca-Tasciuc | Same | borca@rpi.edu | 5002 JEC | 2627 |
APMA | Applied Mathematics | John Mitchell | Same | mitch@rpi.edu | 325 AE | 915 |
APSC | Applied Science (Biological) | Sibel Arab | Same | sibel@rpi.edu | 313 DNY | 6047 |
ARCH (MArch) | Master of Architecture | Lorn Combs | Curtis Bracket | percy@rpi.edu | 212B Greene | 3034 |
ARCH (MArch) | Master of Science in Architecture | Chris Party | Curtis Bracket | percy@rpi.edu | 105 Greene | 8435 |
ARCH (Acoso) | Architectural Science (Buildings/Acoustics) | Alexandra Tsamis | Curtis Bracket | percy@rpi.edu | 215 BNY | 6646 |
ARCH (Biologic) | Architectural Sciences (Biologic) | Nadirjah Naranian | Curtis Bracket | percy@rpi.edu | CASE NYC | 347.570.6445 |
ARTS (EARt) | Electronic Arts | Tomie Hahn | Same | hahn@rpi.edu | 305 West Hall | 2379 |
ASTR | Astronomy | Yongyin Korniss | Same | korniss@rpi.edu | 19W9 SC | 2555 |
BCP | Biochemistry/Biophysics | Cathy Royer | Same | royen@rpi.edu | 3244 Bolotch | 3796 |
BIOL | Biology | George Mashaladse | Same | makh@rpi.edu | 3244 Bolotch | 4417 |
BME | Biomedical Engineering | Daiana Thompson | Xavier Eries | irene@rpi.edu | 313 Bnlotch | 6239 |
BSAN | Business Analytics | Pindar Demetozoglou | Charleen Chacon | demar@rpi.edu | 1516 Peoples | 3062 |
CGG (MS and PHD) | Critical Game Design | Mei Si | Mei Si | sim@rpi.edu | 214B West Hall | 2786 |
CHE | Chemical Engineering | Patrick Underhell | Same | under@rpi.edu | 121 Rickets | 3032 |
CHEM | Chemistry | Peter Drinto | Same | drinto@rpi.edu | 126 Cops | 2326 |
CIV/TRAN | Civil and Transportation Engineering | Matthew Sy | Same | sy@rpi.edu | 4636 |
COMT | Communication & Rhetoric | Tamar Gordon | Same | gordon@rpi.edu | 4210 Sage | 8121 |
CS | Computer Science | W campsung | Same | samy@rpi.edu | 301L Sage | 3125 |
CSCI | Computer Science | Mohammad Zakie | Carlos Varea | cz@cs.rpi.edu | 307 Lally | 6340 |
CSYS (ECSE) | | Hussein Aboslou | Parts Data | absolea@ece.cs.rpi.edu | JEC 6010 | 6534 |
ECON | Economics | Ken Simon | Same | simon@rpi.edu | 321 Sage | 3296 |
ELEC | Electrical Engineering | Hussein Aboslou | Parts Data | absolea@ece.cs.rpi.edu | JEC 6009 | 6534 |
ENVE | Environmental Engineering | Marianne Nyman | Same | nyman@rpi.edu | 4042 JEC | 2268 |
ESE | Engineering Physics | Theo Borca-Tasciuc | Same | borca@rpi.edu | 5002 JEC | 2627 |
GEOL | Geology | Mimi Katz | Same | katz@rpi.edu | 19W8 SC | 8521 |
HEMT | Hollow Materials | Mimi Katz | Same | katz@rpi.edu | 19W8 SC | 8521 |
IEE PHD (DIEE) | Industrial & Systems Engineering PHD | Tshar Key | Same | shar@rpi.edu | 522S Citi | 2958 |
IP/MTLSW | Information Technology | Peter Drinto | Same | drinto@rpi.edu | 212B Sage | 2688 |
LIGHT | Lighting MS | Nadirjah Naranian | Curtis Bracket | percy@rpi.edu | Guery Bld | 518.687.7100 |
MATH | Mathematics | John Mitchell | Same | mitch@rpi.edu | 325 AE | 915 |
MATL (MSE) | Materials Science & Engineering | Minei Minowa | Ganapath Ramanath | ramanath@rpi.edu | 139F RA | 6524 |
MDSC | Multidisciplinary science | Stelios Arthur | Same | arthur@rpi.edu | 313 DNY | 8047 |
MECL | Mechanical Engineering | Theo Borca-Tasciuc | Same | borca@rpi.edu | 5002 JEC | 2627 |
MGTBMA | Management | Shayan Kumar | Charleen Chacon | kumar@rpi.edu | 1516 Peoples | 3062 |
MGTBPHD | Management PhD | Bil Francs | Same | franc@rpi.edu | 1158 Pitts | 9308 |
INDI | Industrial & Management Engineering | Bil Francs | Same | franc@rpi.edu | 5211 Citi | 4009 |
NUCL/NUCS | Nuclear Engineering/Nuclear Science | Hussein Aboslou | Same | absolea@ece.cs.rpi.edu | JEC 6009 | 6534 |
PHYS | Physics | Yongyin Korniss | Same | korniss@rpi.edu | 19W9 SC | 2555 |
QUAN | Quantitative Finance & Risk Analysis | Qiang Wu | Same | wuj@rpi.edu | 1516 Peoples | 4009 |
SETM | Systems Engineering Technology Management | Bill Foley | Same | Foley@rpi.edu | 5211 Citi | 4009 |
SPCM | Supply Chain Management | T. Raffidian | Charleen Chacon | rafi@rpi.edu | 1516 Peoples | 3062 |
STT | Science & Technology Studies | Atzuki Aken | Same | atzuki@rpi.edu | 5209 Sage | 2314 |
TDC | Technology, Commercialization & Entrepreneurship | Dorit Neoio | Charleen Chacon | neoio@rpi.edu | 3102 Pitts | 3336 |
TRAN | Transportation Engineering | Michael Symans | Same | syman@rpi.edu | 4044 JEC | 6336 |
**BIO** | Business Intelligence Certificate | Arc Krause | Bonnie Sopotlinski | krause@rpi.edu | University | 860.548.2401 |
**BHC** | Health Analytics | Arc Krause | Bonnie Sopotlinski | krause@rpi.edu | University | 860.548.2401 |
**BQC** | Lean Quality in Production | Arc Krause | Bonnie Sopotlinski | krause@rpi.edu | University | 860.548.2401 |
**BMC** | Machine Learning | Arc Krause | Bonnie Sopotlinski | krause@rpi.edu | University | 860.548.2401 |
**BCT** | Production Analytics | Arc Krause | Bonnie Sopotlinski | krause@rpi.edu | University | 860.548.2401 |
**BDE** | Systems Engineering | Arc Krause | Bonnie Sopotlinski | krause@rpi.edu | University | 860.548.2401 |

*Stelios Adali is on sabbatical for the Spring 2020 semester. In her absence please contact Joel Glaed at Ext. 6455 or glaad@rpi.edu or in person at 1C16 J-PROW.*